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·Hute ( 1358) 

After the repressive era of Hashim a respite was given to 
the Muslim nation during the government of P. M. Shah Mahmood . 

. But the Royal Family was induced by the regime that freedom for 
the people is a fatal poison for the system. Therefore, with 
Mahmood's retirement (1953), Hashim's nephew, Daud, who ·was more · 
ruthless, more savage and more misanthropic (than his predecessors), 
squeezed his cruel fingers around the neck of our defenseless peop1e, 
and for ten years inflicted various kinds of tortures and agonies 
on our tormented nation. 

Exactly at this time (196)), the monsters, thirsting for the 
blood of TRUTH-loving free-men, had found theirs and even their 
great-grandfathers• thirst quenched. Living in a world of pride, 
conceitedness and arrogance, even infatuated from power, the Royal 
Family granted a little mercy and tenderness to the "people." In 
real ity to ~he favorites and attendants of the 40 year reign, to 
those sitting around the "dinner cloth." 

As though they had become ready for, in a meeting (LOYA JIRGA), 
the Royal Family was to resign from the government and ostensibly 
give the executive power to the "people" (i.e., the canines who 
hadn't yet nurtured enough from the nation's blood~). · 

With the coming of the corrupt government**(a tool in the 
hand of the Royal Family) to the political stage of Afghanistan, 
an obscene political scandal, named "democracy" period and "con
st i tutional monarchy," became the style. Every Tom, Dick, and 

*Translated from MUJAHID (Jan. 15, 1980). 

**Headed by Dr. Mohammed Yausuf (196)), the first P.M. not to be 
blood-related to the Royal Family. 
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Harry, with a jesture from their American or Russian masters-
simply because the constitution permitted--began to form groups 
and parties. 

A number of idiots, ignorant of our national and cultural 
values and alien to the redeeming creed of Islam and unaware that 
the true wi tness of the Afghan nation is Islam, sat down with a 
jesture of their Russian masters in a meeting. In this meeting-
called Congress of the Founders--gathered some of the most defiled 
individuals and made the so called "Democratic Party of the People 
of Afghanistan." This "congress" was headed by the most perfid
i ous Russian-bought traitors such as Taraki, Babrak, Tah i r . and a 
few others. They began publishing a . journal named "Khalq"* under 
the directorship of Bariq Shafiyee, a harlot of the semi-cabarets 
of Afghanistan. 

But this unholy alliance, inevitable as it is for any group 
comprising such elements, did not last long. On the issue of 
leadership, nay, to say more correctly over a few left-over bones 
on King's "dinner cloth," they began to squabble with one another. 
Discord and dispute finally led to disjoining of Babrak and his 
gang (closest to him Khyber, regime's chief of secret police), on 
the one side form i ng "Fareham" group, Taraki, Misaq , Panjsheree 
and a few more on the other side remained as members of the 
"Khalq" group. So as not to leave out the Chinese from this 
"dinner cloth," also Tahir, Shahpar and Sharaee , Jozjani on an
other side formed "Setami-Millie" group. This was the first chap
ter of opening gates to the Russians. 

Omitting some other events that happened later, we arrive to 
the period when these gangs apparently began fighting each other. 
Curs i ng, accusing and condemning that so and so is a C.I.A. agent, 
th i s one is a general's son, the other one is unprinc i pled, fickle 
or non-believer to Marxism-Leninism. Or, why has so and so (Hafiz
al-Rus Laeen)** after returning from America, been included in the 
central committee, and so on and so forth. 

At this time these groups were confronted by immense and un
spar i ng opposition of God-fearing Muslim Youth. In every dispute 
and discussion, what came out of the water was a falsity of the 
basic roots of the communist thought. These groups who were en
t hra l led by the Russians could not see this and, therefore, ensued 
all these accusations. 

Dark Era of Daud z+ Without delay the "Pare ham" group entered and 
d i ssolved themselves within Daud's pelt, taking executive and polit
i cal posts here and there and raising their donkey-like voices to 

*The party also became known as "Khalq." 

**The name Hafizullah Amin is offensive to the Muslims. Henceforth 
he wi ll be called by his .. real"name. 

+oaud re-emerged to power in the coup of 1973 toppling the monarchy. 

... 
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win respect from Daud. In this garb no crime was left uncommitted . 
So many brave and pious Afghan Youth were executed and imprisoned 
by these corrupt individuals. 

Finally, if we leave out the details, this honeymoon ends and 
they get divorce from Daud who was accorded by them titles such as: 
Daud the Great, Father of the Afghan Communists (Khrushchef Type), 
etc. But, where shall they go now? 

Now that they (the communists) have written hundreds of pages 
against each other, such ass Competitions in extracting documents 
that some other traitors in a certain country have given us formal 
recognition. Russians are more pleased with us. Communists of 
India and the perfidious traitors of Iraq know us:: Important of 
all publishing of essays and biographies of one another. Notably 
a booklet, "Lies and Forgeries of Noor Mohammed Taraki" was pub
l i shed and distributed as a retaliation by the Babrakies. 

But in the midst of all this, Tarakies did not take an open 
and active role in Daud's government. Although in the beginning, 
because of all the commotion that Daud had begun, they felt sad 
and left out, but later on wanted to benefit from this exclusion, 
saying that their hands are not stained in the murders and crimes. 

Babrakies are facing now real difficulty. Where shall they go? 
On the other hand the latest political conditions of Afghanistan: 
two successive trips of Daud to the countries of Muslim-East has 
frightened the Russians because neither of the two groups, Babrakies 
nor Tarakies, are capable of doing anything. What shall the Rus
sians do? And what will be the outcome of all those damning and 
sneering? 

They were again compelled to raise the shameless cry of union, 
marriage, an illicit marriages "Complete unity •.• Lets burn all 
the pages and documents related to the past ••. Our brother parties 
want us to unite ••. The Tudeh party (that teacher of chicanery) is 
bringing pressure on us ••• We must unite." 

At this stage Khuram, minister of plan at that time, was killed 
by the K.G.B., the Russian International Intelligence Apparatus, 
which undoubtedly was active in Afghanistan. Khuram had all the 
documents and papers of the long-term, ·short-term, redeemable and 
non-redeemable loans, etc., and of the promises that Daud had ob
tained from the West and the oil-producing Arab countries. He was 
k i lled so that these agreements would not materialize, or because 
he had played an important role in Daud's approach to the West and 
turning away from the Russians. 

This event brought another disaster upon the Muslim elite and 
increased the suppression and pressure against the progressive Islamic 
forces. 

Among the communists though there was nothing to show their 
unity, cries were being raised again of fraction and fragmentation. 
According to some accounts, substantiated by the subsequent events, 
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it was Hafiz-al-Rus Laeen who was plotting to bring about the frac
tion. Documents of this plot was discovered by Khayber but he was 
immediately killed by Laeen and the _documents were covered up. 

Or perhaps, another version, that it was the Russians who 
wanted to ignite the furry of their servants. They immolated a 
dog and spread the "dinner cloth" so that the other blood-suckers 
gather and unite around it as a response to the government. 

Or perhaps, it was the government who was seeking a revenge, 
a retaliatory measure, for Khuram's murder. Others claim there was 
a fourth hand involved. 

An.yhow, Khayber's murder brought about the conditions as was 
described above. Daud's regime, moving belatedly, imprisoned the 
heads of these gangs accusing them of violating the law and break
ing the rules and regulations. 

Here the third chapter of this story unfolds. The regime, 
again infatuated with power like their ancestors, heedless and un
aware from the spy networks, does not pay attention. This is when 
the conspiracy for the coup-d-etat is being forged. The next day 
they call it "revolution." 

What cannot be left unsaid is the appearance of some unknown 
heads and necks for the Russians who practically played greater role 
than others in the coup-d-etat, namely, Qadir and Shahpoor. Because 
of unfair distribution of posts between "Parchamies" and "Khalqis", 
and their greed and ambitions, heads and voices began to raise. 
Three Fareham members of the Central Committee with names, Nagib, 
Wakil and Baryalai were chosen as ambassadors. Following that the 
unknown faces, Qadir and Shahpoor (connecting them with one or two 
others) were taken care of.* (This was also to comply with the 
Russian's wish.) But this did not compensate for the absence of 
the three Fareham members, and the level of dissatisfaction still 
remained unchanged. Again they (Taraki and his group) were com
pelled, but this time in a "legal" manner, to make Babrak, Noor and 
Anahita follow their friends as ambassadors. Once out of the coun
try, they were accused of conspiring a coup and betraying the revo
lution. It appeared from the surface that Puzanov's (Russian am
bassador) attempts (to stop these purges) were fruitless. Russians 
could perhaps get what they wished by the ones who remained (Taraki 
and his gang). 

Outside Afghanistan, taking sides began by members of the so 
called brother parties. Tudeh party in one issue of their maga
zine (Dunya) showing portentous pictures of Babrak, Noor and Ana
hita, portrayed them as the real and rightful hiers and sincere 
fulfillers of the Russian aspirations. Others also on their turn 
took sides saying: "These or the others are faithful to the Inter
national Proletariat ••• Now it is Khalqis turn, let them do their 
job," And so on. 

*Accused of conspiracy against the government, they were imprisoned. 
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Leaving out other happenings and events, truth of the matter 
is that now the stage is vacant for the "Khalqis." Taraki, with 
all his stupidity becomes i "Capable_ Wise," "Great Leader of the 
People," "Genius of the East," a "Sociologist," and other attributes 
foreign to him, to the extent that he began criticizing the grand
father of Communist Revolution (Marx) and the great theoritician 
of the October Revolution (Lenin). Saying that: "We found such 
and such theory to be like so ••• We must revise this other theory 
.•• The kind of revolution in Afghanistan must be a model for the 
Third World Countries ••• " Or some others saying that this other 
theory was discovered by the "Great Leader of the People," with 
his own perception and intelligence, some 1J years ago:: 

The most amusing story is about analyzing the Islamic Revo
lution of Iran . Saying: "There was a struggle between feudalism 
and bourgeaisie in which feudalism finally succeeded. This is 
why it is not a revolution." They are unaware that in Iran Marxism 
has been taken out from the roots and thrown into the sun.* Anyhow, 
it is a funny story especially if heard from their own tongue. 

Pressure from the anger of the Muslim nation and the pulver
izing and smashing blasts of Mujahideen from four directions had 
disturbed "conscience" (as though they had any conscience:) of 
Taraki and his other faithful coterie (who had condemned Laeen for 
excessiveness). Finally they realized where they were heading. 
Having no alternative, they appealed to the Russian ambassador. 
After offering unending homage and reverence, they beseeched him 
for a solution and a remedy for the unworthy student who had en
dangered the revolution with his excessiveness. 

His excellency, with Stalinic jestures, condescended to the 
leadership of the puppet government _ 

, and told Taraki to discuss the issue , on his way to 
Havana, with Brezhnev himself. Here we must note that Shah Wali 
was accompanying Taraki in this trip. Brezhnev also approved 
Puzanov's thesis. 

Taraki goes to Havana. There he is: What an orrator:! 
What a theoritician and genius:: He is giving lessons to the other 
leaders of Communism, that why hasn't there been coup-d-etats every
where, and why all this noise and no action? Compared to the 
Islamic logic of the Iranian representative and the leadership 
of the Pakistani leader, Taraki sounded superfluous and empty. 

As though along the way his mind had become blank, the gifts 
he brought back with him were shame, stupidity and finally a more 
serious decision to remove the torn from his path (Laeen). 

But the events that followed were contrary to the Russian 
expectation. (They wanted to cut a shirt, it turned out a trouser.) 
A determined Taraki landed at Kabul airport (here, as though he had 
already issued the orders for implementing the new conspiracy) 
looking around for his faithful student. He was not there. That 
brought some calm to his mind, thinking that the job is already 
done, unknowing that his own obtuse head is falling in the trap. 

* May ALLAH (Subhanahu-wa-Taala) obliterate the looming dark 
clouds from the horizon . - Editor 
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Shah Wali had informed Laeen about what went on during the trip. 

Laeen's fury brings great calamities over the "master teacher." 
Three of the ministers siding with Taraki were removed from the 
stage, and the battle began in which a large number of these traitors 
were slaughtered. Among them the stenching corpses of Taraki, Tarun 
and many others could be seen. 

What happened? Where is Puzanov? He must hurry up: Where 
are the titles? They must now be accorded to Laeen and a new stage 
must be built for the heinous crimes of communism. This was the 
end of the fourth chapter and the beginning of a new period. 

Curses, sneers and damnations are offered to the "great 
teacher" from their students, a fate awaiting all the communist 
leaders after their fall. Stalin, Mao, events in Southern Yemen, 
Iraq and now in Afghanistan. The "great theoritician" was con
demned to being a nobody, an alien to the epoch-making ideology 
of the Working Class. He was accused and condemned to murdering 
seventy thousand, or twelve thousand or seven thousand, whatever 
one decided. But what is the use? 

This is the result of communism and historical dialectics. 
It was this ideology that produced, in the past sixty or seventy 
years, tens of murderers like Taraki. It is this ideology that 
makes one an unbeliever to the basic principles of a human being, 
dismisses one from his human character and nature, and then he 
does what he wants. 

But again it is the blind "fatality of history" that does 
not distinguish Taraki from the other victims. Remember the un
deserved honors and titles accorded to this perverse individual. 
But now? Yes, "a tyrant's lamp of tyranny does not burn forever." 
Events that took place later again coincided with this maxim. 

Although Hafiz tried hard, but the Afghan nation never heard 
a correct and logical word, worthy of human dignity, from the 
filthy tongue of this self-sold individual. The "fourteen-items 
declaration" of Hafiz was showing that Kabul will possibly be 
attacked by air power. Laeen's government was worried because of 
this. Transfer of the 20,000 armed Russian troops from Eastern 
Europe and concentration of forces in the northern frontiers of 
Afghanistan was increasing this anxiety. 

In the fore-mentioned trip, Taraki while returning from 
Havana had possibly reached an understanding with Babrak and his 
gang, in Moscow, regarding their status and position. But as we 
saw events did not turn up as Taraki and Babrak had wished. And 
Russia had become very angry since they saw their existence was 
being threatened in Afghanistan. 

Once more a very shameless and unprecedented voice of the 
master from the throat of the new servant (but old favorite) was 
raised from Radio Tajekistan. But this time the puppet is very 
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colorful, charming and painted with new words and terminologies, 
chosen with great care from the text of the Islamic Culture, with 
false promises, and a tone deceptive and flatter i ng to the oppressed 
nation: "The oppressors have now disappeared, .•. , now is democracy, 
freedom of speech, freedom for the masses to form political parties, 
freedom of gatherings and demonstrations and stopping of all in
quisitions," and etc. etc. 

The four months period of Hafiz was accused of all the bloods 
and murders. Interestingly Taraki who was personnally responsible 
for throwing out the Babrakies was declared innocent, even mar
tyrized. More rediculously they called Hafiz-al-Hus Laeen to be 
an agent of C.I.A. and a puppet of imperialism. 

Babrak further pronouncing: "I am ready to solve the problem 
of those who are fighting against the government by way of di scus
sion .•• Also the problem of refugees .•. I am ready to accept the 
representative of the Muslims in the revolutionary council •.. " 

But we must say that this is the opening of the fifth chapter 
of the "Khalq" party. With these acts and tricks, they want to 
create di spersions and lack of confidence in the lines of the 
Mujahideen, so that their Russian masters would benef i t. 

Except that the nation of Afghanistan has stood up on her 
feet and will not be fooled, and will send these perverts, one 
after another, to the abode of non-existence. Babrak Karmal has 
a fate s i milar ·to his other associates. Only the right and the 
freedom belong to the people of Afghanistan. 

Spit on you, 0 Valueless Ideology! You have robbed men of 
human conscience to such· a degree that they commit anything for 
power. Curse to you, 0 Alien Belief that you have alienated 
humanity from . dignity and honor: 

All these crimes, undoubtedly, leaves the reader with anti
cipation to the sixth chapter of this journal. Or to say it cor
rectly, makes him anxious to learn about the end of this era, the 
complete downfall of communism, and going to the grave of all the 
foreign-worshipers and the Eastern and Western-sold individuals, 

And now those who have spent a lifetime struggling and fighting 
in the way of ALLAH (Subhanahu-wa-Ta'ala) will see with their own 
eyes what they wanted: Insha-ALLAH they will see a resurrection in 
which TRUTH will become victorious over Falsehood. 

(I.A.A.S.) 
P.O. BOX 567 
EDGEWATER BRANCH 
LAKEWOOD, OHIO 44107 
U.S.A. 
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